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Prep Notes for Julia M Usher’s Master Classes 

 

Master Class 1 (Flower-Filled  Basket, Cookie Box – w/o cookies inside, and Stacked Box Wedding 

Cakes) – 2-DAY CLASS 

Flower-Filled Basket 

Baking Needs (per student/ 1 assembled cookie, bare minimum needed, allows for no mistakes – I 

would advise baking extra of all; I WILL ALSO NEED A FULL SET OF ALL OF THESE COOKIES ON WHICH 

TO DEMO):  

 2 basket sides; cut from (3 7/8- or 4 1/8-inch) plain round cookie cutter, about 1 inch, measured 

from top, lopped off – * also need to be top-coated the day before, which could possibly be 

done by the students in a 2-day class, but would be nice to have a few pre-done 

 2 to 3 basket filler pieces; cut from (3 1/2-inch) plain round and (2 1/2-inch) plain round cookie 

cutters (latter used to cut out the opening) 

 1 (2 1/4-inch or 2 ½-inch, the bigger dimension if the basket is 4 1/8-inch) fluted round cookie 

base- * also need to be top-coated the day before, which could possibly be done by the 

students in a 2-day class, but would be nice to have a few pre-done 

 2 (1 ¼-inch) teardrop cookies, for bow 

 10 small (about 1 1/4- to 1 5/8-inch) daisies, measured tip to tip 

 10 small (about 1 ¼ to 1 1/2-inch) leaves (I use a mixture of sizes in the baskets, usually) 

 1 bird cookie (cut with custom template, which I have sent you) - * also need to be top-coated 

the day before, which could possibly be done by the students in a 2-day class, but would 

be nice to have a few pre-done 

 

NOTES:  

1. I suggest purchasing a couple of Ateco plain and fluted round, teardrop, and daisy 

cutter sets – most of these shapes can be cut with them; plus, they allow for a range 

in size if desired) 

2. See my video for how the basket sides and inserts are cut: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KpKdRtVsqAM&feature=youtu.be; I can also send 

a basket side template once I start prepping in the first week in January, if needed 

3. Either my sugar cookie or cutout gingerbread cookie recipe can be used to make this 

project, but the gingerbread recipe misshapes less, so let’s use it for all the projects; 

recipe is here: http://www.juliausher.com/blog/more/cutout_cookie_gingerbread 

 

Other Items Needed (can be shared): 

 A few ounces fondant, for each handle 

 Blue painter’s tape for blocking stencils, I WILL BRING A BUNCH 

 Paring knife 

 Ruler 

 Cutting board 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KpKdRtVsqAM&feature=youtu.be
http://www.juliausher.com/blog/more/cutout_cookie_gingerbread
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 Hand-cranked pasta machine, for rolling fondant (or rolling pin, though not ideal) 

 Royal Icing (recipe here: http://www.juliausher.com/blog/more/royal_icing) 

 Bowls and spoons for mixing icing colors 

 Assorted soft-gel (aka liqua-gel) food coloring (I use Chefmaster) 

 Parchment paper pastry cones (or pastry bags fitted with round tips, need very small round tips) – 

lots!! (I do not pipe with pastry bags and tips) 

 Stencils of your choice (I used a damask stencil from DesignerStencils.com for the basket faces 

shown in the photo; NOTE: I will bring a wide range of stencils, so no reason to purchase) 

 Flat wooden coffee stirrers (for mounting flowers and leaves), at least 5 per student 

 Small (3 mm dragees) for centers of bow 

 Bird rubber stamp (I will bring); optional 

 Un-inked foam ink pads (for stamping); (I can bring some if you cannot get; I order from here: 

http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_i_2_8?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-

keywords=uninked%20foam%20pad&sprefix=uninked+%2Caps%2C225) 

 Sanding sugar (a couple 4 to 8 oz bags) for filling the baskets 

 Pink, blue, green and yellow petal dusts for coloring bird, optional 

 Clear extract for extending dust into paint, optional 

 Small paint brushes for painting bird, optional 

 Small plastic cups for mixing paints, optional 

 Dehydrator (at least one for speed-drying the cookies) – IMPORTANT 

 Plenty of plastic wrap for keeping icings covered 

 Plenty of paper towels or other towels for cleaning 

 Extra powdered sugar for adjusting icing consistencies (we will be adjusting a lot, so I’d plan on at 

least 2 extra 2 lb bags per class) 

 

Other Items Needed (cannot easily be shared): 

 Small offset spatula (blade about ¾ x 3 ½ inches) 

 Turkey lacer or toothpick (to steady the stencil, and for marbling flowers) 

 Props for the cookie while drying (i.e., at least two – small wooden blocks or filled, tall 4-oz dragee 

containers) 

 6-inch cake cardboards or cookie sheet to work on, to allow for easy moving of the baskets while 

they are drying  

 Scissors 

 Bubble wrap (a small piece or two to work on, so cookie faces do not get damaged) 

 Craft paint brush (with about ¼-inch diameter handle); we will use the handle end for top-coating 

cookies (each student will need one) 

 

 
  

http://www.juliausher.com/blog/more/royal_icing
http://www.designerstencils.com/
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_i_2_8?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-keywords=uninked%20foam%20pad&sprefix=uninked+%2Caps%2C225
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_i_2_8?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-keywords=uninked%20foam%20pad&sprefix=uninked+%2Caps%2C225
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A. Cookie Box with Windows (excludes any cookies for the inside) 

Baking Needs (per student/ 1 assembled cookie, bare minimum needed, allows for no mistakes – I 

would advise baking extra of all of the pieces; I WILL ALSO NEED A FULL SET OF ALL OF THESE COOKIES 

ON WHICH TO DEMO):  

 4 box sides (roughly 4” x 4”) with small (1 7/8-inch) window cut in 2 of the box sides (The sides are 

cut from custom templates, which I have sent you; the windows from the Ateco plain round set.) 

 1 square box bottom (3 ¾ inch x 3 ¾ inch; This piece is cut from a custom template, which I have 

sent you) 

 2, 2 1/2-inch plain round cookies for window “backing” pieces, cut from Ateco set - * need to be 

top-coated the day before, which could possibly be done by the students in a 2-day class, 

but would be nice to have a few pre-done 

 

NOTES:  

1. Though the boxes are picture plain, I’d like to give people the option of icing the sides 

and windows and decorating them in various ways, i.e., piped, stamped, stenciled 

and so on. So I will be calling for some of these items as well 

 

Other Items Needed (can be shared): 

 Royal Icing (recipe here: http://www.juliausher.com/blog/more/royal_icing) 

 Bowls and spoons for mixing icing colors 

 Ruler 

 Assorted soft-gel (aka liqua-gel) food coloring (I use Chefmaster) 

 Parchment paper pastry cones (or pastry bags fitted with round tips, need very small round tips) – 

lots!! (I do not pipe with pastry bags and tips) 

 Stencils of your choice (NOTE: I will bring a wide range of stencils, so no reason to purchase 

unless you want to) 

 Stamps of your choice (NOTE: I will bring a wide range of stamps, so no reason to purchase 

unless you want to) 

 Un-inked foam ink pads (for stamping); (I can bring some if you cannot get; I order from here: 

http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_i_2_8?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-

keywords=uninked%20foam%20pad&sprefix=uninked+%2Caps%2C225) 

 Pink, blue, green and yellow petal dusts for painting, optional 

 Clear extract for extending dust into paint, optional 

 Small paint brushes for painting pieces, optional 

 Small plastic cups for mixing paints, optional 

 Plenty of plastic wrap for keeping icings covered 

 Plenty of paper towels or other towels for cleaning 

 Extra powdered sugar for adjusting icing consistencies (we will be adjusting a lot, so I’d plan on at 

least 2 extra 2 lb bags per class) 

 Blue painter’s tape for blocking stencils, I WILL BRING A BUNCH 

 

 

 

http://www.juliausher.com/blog/more/royal_icing
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_i_2_8?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-keywords=uninked%20foam%20pad&sprefix=uninked+%2Caps%2C225
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_i_2_8?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-keywords=uninked%20foam%20pad&sprefix=uninked+%2Caps%2C225
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Other Items Needed (cannot easily be shared): 

 Microplaning tool for filing box corners 

 Paring knife, an alternative for filing box corners 

 Pastry bag fitted with textured tips (i.e., star tip, Ateco #18 or #27) for seams of boxes 

 9- to 10-inch cake cardboards or cookie sheet to work on, to allow for easy moving of the boxes 

while they are drying  

 Props for the cookie while drying (i.e., at least four – small wooden blocks or filled, tall 4-oz dragee 

containers) 

 Small offset spatula (blade about ¾ x 3 ½ inches) 

 Scissors 

 Bubble wrap (a small piece or two to work on, so cookie faces do not get damaged) 

 Craft paint brush (with about ¼-inch diameter handle); we will use the handle end for top-coating 

cookies (each student will need one) 
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B. Stacked Box Wedding  Cake 

 

Baking Needs (per student/ 1 assembled cookie, bare minimum needed, allows for no mistakes – I 

would advise baking extra of all of the pieces; I WILL ALSO NEED A FULL SET OF ALL OF THESE 

COOKIES ON WHICH TO DEMO):  

 4 box large box sides (3 x 4 ½ inch rectangle; this piece is cut from the largest rectangle in the 

Ateco rectangular set) - * also should be top-coated the day before, so people can stencil in 

class; could possibly be done by the students in a 2-day class, but would be nice to have a 

few pre-done 

 4 medium box sides (2 ¾-inch square); cut from Ateco square set - * also should be top-coated 

the day before, so people can stencil in class; could possibly be done by the students in a 

2-day class, but would be nice to have a few pre-done 

 4 small box sides (1 ¾-inch square); cut from Ateco square set - * also should be top-coated the 

day before, so people can stencil in class; could possibly be done by the students in a 2-

day class, but would be nice to have a few pre-done  

 A few small (2 1/4 to 2 5/8-inch)  teardrop-shaped cookies (cut from Ateco set) to decorate with 

flowers and to insert in the boxes; alternatively 10 or more small (about 11/4- to 1 5/8-inch) daisies 

and 10 or more small (1 ¼-inch to 1 ½-inch) leaves for same purpose (Was hoping to cut an even 

mix of teardrops and flowers/leaves, so people can choose which way to decorate in class, i.e., 

teardrops for about half of class; flowers for the other half) 

NOTES:  

1. Though the boxes are pictured with both needlepoint and stenciling, I’d like to give 

people the option of decorating the sides in various ways, i.e., needlepoint, stenciled, 

and so on. So I will be calling for some of these items as well.  

2. The needlepoint box would take me 12 hours to decorate from start to finish, so as I 

noted when we set the projects, there is NO WAY anyone will be able to complete 

this style during the class – all the more reason to have the sides top-coated in 

advance so people can stencil them or decorate another way! 

 

Other Items Needed (can be shared): 

 Royal Icing (recipe here: http://www.juliausher.com/blog/more/royal_icing) 

 Bowls and spoons for mixing icing colors 

 Assorted soft-gel (aka liqua-gel) food coloring (I use Chefmaster) 

 Ruler 

 Parchment paper pastry cones (or pastry bags fitted with round tips, need very small round tips) – 

lots!! (I do not pipe with pastry bags and tips) 

 Stencils of your choice (NOTE: I will bring a wide range of stencils, so no reason to purchase 

unless you want to) 

 Stamps of your choice (NOTE: I will bring a wide range of stamps, so no reason to purchase 

unless you want to) 

http://www.juliausher.com/blog/more/royal_icing
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 Un-inked foam ink pads (for stamping); (I can bring some if you cannot get; I order from here: 

http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_i_2_8?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-

keywords=uninked%20foam%20pad&sprefix=uninked+%2Caps%2C225) 

 Pink, blue, green and yellow petal dusts for painting, optional 

 Clear extract for extending dust into paint, optional 

 Small paint brushes for painting pieces, optional 

 Small plastic cups for mixing paints, optional 

 Lots of granulated sugar for filling the boxes so that they can be stacked (normally I would fill with 

other stacked cookies, but this would require too much prep time; so the sugar filling is a shortcut); 

about 4 cups per project 

 Flat wooden coffee stirrers (for mounting flowers and leaves), at least 10 per student 

 Dehydrator (at least one for speed-drying the cookies) – IMPORTANT 

 Plenty of plastic wrap for keeping icings covered 

 Plenty of paper towels or other towels for cleaning 

 Extra powdered sugar for adjusting icing consistencies (we will be adjusting a lot, so I’d plan on at 

least 2 extra 2 lb bags per class) 

 Blue painter’s tape for blocking stencils, I WILL BRING A BUNCH 

 About 1 pound fondant (per student) to cover 10-inch base board for cake, and for other cake 

decorations as desired 

 

 

Other Items Needed (cannot easily be shared): 

 Microplaning tool for filing box corners 

 Paring knife, an alternative for filing box corners 

 Small offset spatula (blade about ¾ x 3 ½ inches) 

 Pastry bag fitted with textured tips (i.e., star tip, Ateco #18 or #27) for seams of boxes 

 9- to 10-inch cake cardboards or cookie sheet to work on, to allow for easy moving of the boxes 

while they are drying  

 Another 10-inch cardboard (to cover with fondant; for the base plate of the cake) 

 Props for the cookie while drying (i.e., at least four – small wooden blocks or filled, tall 4-oz dragee 

containers) 

 Scissors 

 Bubble wrap (a small piece or two to work on, so cookie faces do not get damaged) 

 Craft paint brush (with about ¼-inch diameter handle); we will use the handle end for top-coating 

cookies (each student will need one) 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_i_2_8?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-keywords=uninked%20foam%20pad&sprefix=uninked+%2Caps%2C225
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_i_2_8?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-keywords=uninked%20foam%20pad&sprefix=uninked+%2Caps%2C225
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Master Class 2 (Basket or Monogram Wedding Cake Topper, Place Cards, and Faberge Eggs) – 1-DAY 

CLASS 

C. Basket Wedding Cake Topper (IMPORTANT TO FINALIZE – the event poster shows two projects in 

the one photo, but we will not have time for a total of four projects in this class, much less three. 

We need to choose either the basket topper or the monogram topper; the prep notes here are for 

the basket topper which is almost completely covered in fondant – something I typically don’t do) 

Baking Needs (per student/ 1 assembled cookie, bare minimum needed, allows for no mistakes – I 

would advise baking extra of all; I WILL ALSO NEED A FULL SET OF ALL OF THESE COOKIES ON WHICH 

TO DEMO):  

 2 basket cookies (I got this cutter from CopperGifts.com: http://www.coppergifts.com/cookie-

cutters/pc/Basket-Cookie-Cutter-140p1031.htm; but another will do – this one is about 4 x 3 3/4 

inches) 

 1 (2 3/4-inch or less) fluted round cookie base, size will depend on the base of the basket cookie 

cutter that you get - Use Ateco cutter sets - * also need to be top-coated the day before 

 1 (3 ½ inch or more) fluted round cookie base, size will depend on the base of the basket cookie 

cutter that you get - Use Ateco cutter sets - * also need to be top-coated the day before 

 

NOTES:  

1. I suggest purchasing a couple of Ateco plain and fluted round cutter sets – most of 

these shapes can be cut with them; plus, they allow for a range in size if desired) 

 

Other Items Needed (can be shared): 

 Royal Icing (recipe here: http://www.juliausher.com/blog/more/royal_icing) 

 Bowls and spoons for mixing icing colors 

 Assorted soft-gel (aka liqua-gel) food coloring (I use Chefmaster) 

 Parchment paper pastry cones (or pastry bags fitted with round tips, need very small round tips) – 

lots!! (I do not pipe with pastry bags and tips) 

 Fondant for making the roses and other flowers, leaves, etc. 

 Basketweave texture mat for making the texture on the basket (I can bring one, but you might 

need more) 

 Paring knife 

 Ruler 

 Cutting board 

 Hand-cranked pasta machine, for rolling fondant (or rolling pin, though not ideal) 

 Small leaf cutter for fondant leaves (I can bring one, but you might need more) 

 Leaf veiner for fondant leaves (I can bring one, but you might need more) 

 Balling tool for making roses (I can bring one, but you might need more) 

 Small plastic baggies for making roses 

 Dehydrator (at least one for speed-drying the cookies) – IMPORTANT 

 Plenty of plastic wrap for keeping icings covered 

 Plenty of paper towels or other towels for cleaning 

http://www.coppergifts.com/cookie-cutters/pc/Basket-Cookie-Cutter-140p1031.htm
http://www.coppergifts.com/cookie-cutters/pc/Basket-Cookie-Cutter-140p1031.htm
http://www.juliausher.com/blog/more/royal_icing
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 Extra powdered sugar for adjusting icing consistencies (we will be adjusting a lot, so I’d plan on at 

least 2 extra 2 lb bags per class) 

 

 

Other Items Needed (cannot easily be shared): 

 6-inch cake cardboards or cookie sheet to work on, to allow for easy moving of the place cards 

while they are drying  

 Props for the cookie while drying (i.e., at least two – small wooden blocks or filled, tall 4-oz dragee 

containers) 

 Scissors 

 Bubble wrap (a small piece or two to work on, so cookie faces do not get damaged) 

 Pastry bag fitted with textured tips (i.e., small star tip, Ateco #18 or #27, AND small basketweave 

tip, Ateco #47) for seams of bases or to texture the basket faces as a variation 

 Craft paint brush (with about ¼-inch diameter handle); we will use the handle end for top-coating 

cookies (each student will need one) 
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D. Place Cards 

Baking Needs (per student/ 1 assembled cookie, bare minimum needed, allows for no mistakes – I 

would advise baking extra of all; I WILL ALSO NEED A FULL SET OF ALL OF THESE COOKIES ON WHICH 

TO DEMO):  

 1 (4 1/8-inch) fluted round cookie with (2 7/8-inch) plain round window cut in center – Use Ateco 

cutter sets 

 1 (4 1/8-inch) fluted round cookie with no window cut in center – Use Ateco cutter sets 

 1 (3 ½-inch) plain round – Use Ateco cutter sets - * needs to be top-coated the day before to 

allow for wafer-papering 

 1 (2 3/4-inch or less) fluted round cookie base - Use Ateco cutter sets - * also need to be top-

coated the day before 

NOTES:  

1. I suggest purchasing a couple of Ateco plain and fluted round cutter sets – most of 

these shapes can be cut with them; plus, they allow for a range in size if desired) 

 

Other Items Needed (can be shared): 

 Royal Icing (recipe here: http://www.juliausher.com/blog/more/royal_icing) 

 Bowls and spoons for mixing icing colors 

 Wafer paper or frosting sheets, plain 

 Ink-jet printer dedicated to printing with food coloring – IMPORTANT - DO YOU HAVE ONE? 

The names on these cookies were printed with one, so I would like to show, but I cannot 

travel with mine. If not, we will need to come up with something else to do instead of the 

names 

 Assorted soft-gel (aka liqua-gel) food coloring (I use Chefmaster) 

 Parchment paper pastry cones (or pastry bags fitted with round tips, need very small round tips) – 

lots!! (I do not pipe with pastry bags and tips) 

 Assorted small rubber stamps with messages (I will bring if we cannot print the names on paper) 

 Assorted small stencils (I will bring if we cannot print the names on paper) 

 Toothpicks or trussing needles for steadying stencils 

 Un-inked foam ink pads (for stamping); (I can bring some if you cannot get; I order from here: 

http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_i_2_8?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-

keywords=uninked%20foam%20pad&sprefix=uninked+%2Caps%2C225) 

 Pink, blue, green and yellow petal dusts for coloring stamps, optional 

 Clear extract for extending dust into paint, optional 

 Small paint brushes for painting stamps, optional 

 Small plastic cups for mixing paints, optional 

 Corn syrup, for applying wafer paper 

 Dehydrator (at least one for speed-drying the cookies) – IMPORTANT 

 Plenty of plastic wrap for keeping icings covered 

 Plenty of paper towels or other towels for cleaning 

 Extra powdered sugar for adjusting icing consistencies (we will be adjusting a lot, so I’d plan on at 

least 2 extra 2 lb bags per class) 

http://www.juliausher.com/blog/more/royal_icing
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_i_2_8?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-keywords=uninked%20foam%20pad&sprefix=uninked+%2Caps%2C225
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_i_2_8?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-keywords=uninked%20foam%20pad&sprefix=uninked+%2Caps%2C225
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 Blue painter’s tape for blocking stencils, I WILL BRING A BUNCH 

 

 

Other Items Needed (cannot easily be shared): 

 6-inch cake cardboards or cookie sheet to work on, to allow for easy moving of the place cards 

while they are drying  

 Props for the cookie while drying (i.e., at least two – small wooden blocks or filled, tall 4-oz dragee 

containers) 

 Sponge brushes for applying the corn syrup to wafer paper/frosting sheets 

 Pastry bag fitted with textured tips (i.e., star tip, Ateco #18 or #27) for inner border on place card 

 1/4-inch leaf tip (Ateco #352) 

 Tip and nail for making small roses (TBD; may not need – may show other flowers) 

 Scissors 

 Bubble wrap (a small piece or two to work on, so cookie faces do not get damaged) 

 Craft paint brush (with about ¼-inch diameter handle); we will use the handle end for top-coating 

cookies (each student will need one) 

 Small offset spatula (blade about ¾ x 3 ½ inches), for stenciling option if we cannot print on wafer 

paper 
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E. Faberge Eggs 

Baking Needs (per student/ 1 assembled cookie, bare minimum needed, allows for no mistakes – I 

would advise baking extra of all; I WILL ALSO NEED A FULL SET OF ALL OF THESE COOKIES ON WHICH 

TO DEMO): 

 1 (7 ¾ inch x 5 ½ inch oval/egg) cookie with plaque-shaped OR (4” x 3”) oval window cut in the 

center; the plaque window is preferred since it allows for more viewing area into the egg; the large 

oval and plaque shapes are cut from custom templates that I have sent; the small oval is the 

bottom part of the container of the Ateco oval cutter set - * 1 needs to be top-coated the day 

before in order for students to stencil on it  

 1 (7 ¾ x 5 ½ inch) oval/egg cookie with (6 x 4 inch) oval cut in the middle; the latter oval is also cut 

from a custom template that I have sent; IMPORTANT: this is a filler/”insert” piece that sits behind 

the oval with the smaller oval OR plaque window in it – it should not show when set directly behind 

that cookie 

 1 (7 ¾ x 5 ½ inch) oval/egg cookie (no window cut in it), cut from template that I have sent- * also 

need to be top-coated the day before 

 1 (3 1/8-inch) fluted round cookie base - * also need to be top-coated the day before 

 2 (2-inch) teardrop cookies, for bow 

 2 small (1 ¼” to 1 ¾ “) butterflies for decorating around edges, cut from Fox Run cutter set in link 

provided in other document; I’ve included an extra butterfly since these eggs are slightly larger 

than those shown in the image 

FOR FILLING THE EGGS (I was hoping that we could give people the option to do either an 

oval insert OR bunny insert OR flowers/leaves, since the photo shows these three options; 

SO, cut ovals for about one-third of the class; bunnies for the other third; flowers/leaves 

for the last third): 

 1, 2 x 3-inch oval insert that views through the window - * need to be top-coated the day before 

to allow for stamping and/or stenciling, from Ateco oval set 

OR 

 5 small (about 11/4- to 1 5/8-inch) daisies, from cutter sets 

 5 small (about 1 ¼ to 1 1/2-inch) leaves, from cutter sets 

OR 

 1 bunny cookie (cut with custom template, which I have sent) * need to be top-coated the day 

before to allow for stamping and/or stenciling, 

NOTES:  

1. I suggest purchasing a couple of Ateco plain and fluted round, teardrop, and daisy 

cutter sets – most of these shapes can be cut with them; plus, they allow for a range 

in size if desired) 

 

Other Items Needed (can be shared): 

 Royal Icing (recipe here: http://www.juliausher.com/blog/more/royal_icing) 

 Bowls and spoons for mixing icing colors 

 Assorted soft-gel (aka liqua-gel) food coloring (I use Chefmaster) 

 Parchment paper pastry cones (or pastry bags fitted with round tips, need very small round tips) – 

lots!! (I do not pipe with pastry bags and tips) 

http://www.juliausher.com/blog/more/royal_icing
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 Stencils of your choice (I used a damask stencil from DesignerStencils.com for the basket faces 

shown in the photo; NOTE: I will bring a wide range of stencils, so no reason to purchase) 

 Small (3 mm dragees) for centers of bow 

 Bird and other Easter rubber stamps (I will bring) 

 Un-inked foam ink pads (for stamping); (I can bring some if you cannot get; I order from here: 

http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_i_2_8?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-

keywords=uninked%20foam%20pad&sprefix=uninked+%2Caps%2C225) 

 Pink, blue, green and yellow petal dusts for coloring stamps, optional 

 Clear extract for extending dust into paint, optional 

 Small paint brushes for painting stamps, optional 

 Small plastic cups for mixing paints, optional 

 Dehydrator (at least one for speed-drying the cookies) – IMPORTANT 

 Plenty of plastic wrap for keeping icings covered 

 Plenty of paper towels or other towels for cleaning 

 Extra powdered sugar for adjusting icing consistencies (we will be adjusting a lot, so I’d plan on at 

least 2 extra 2 lb bags per class) 

 Blue painter’s tape for blocking stencils, I WILL BRING A BUNCH 

 

 

Other Items Needed (cannot easily be shared): 

 Small offset spatula (blade about ¾ x 3 ½ inches) 

 Turkey lacer or toothpick (to steady the stencil, and for marbling flowers) 

 6-inch cake cardboards or cookie sheet to work on, to allow for easy moving of the boxes while 

they are drying  

 Props for the cookie while drying (i.e., at least two – small wooden blocks or filled, tall 4-oz dragee 

containers) 

 Scissors 

 Bubble wrap (a small piece or two to work on, so cookie faces do not get damaged) 

  Craft paint brush (with about ¼-inch diameter handle); we will use the handle end for top-coating 

cookies (each student will need one) 

 

 
 

http://www.designerstencils.com/
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_i_2_8?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-keywords=uninked%20foam%20pad&sprefix=uninked+%2Caps%2C225
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_i_2_8?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-keywords=uninked%20foam%20pad&sprefix=uninked+%2Caps%2C225

